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(54) AUTOMATICALLY EXECUTING TASKS AND CONFIGURING ACCESS CONTROL LISTS IN A  
DATA TRANSFORMATION SYSTEM

(57) A computer-implemented system or process is programmed or configured to use a configuration file to specify
one or more tasks to apply to raw ingested data. A task may be a sequence of instructions programmed or configured
to format raw ingested data into a dataset in a CSV format. Examples of tasks may include: a parser to parse Cobol
data into a CSV, a parser to parse XML into a CSV, a parser to parse text using fixed-width fields to a CSV, a parser to
parse files in a zip archive into a CSV, a regular expression search/replace function, or formatting logic to remove lines
or blank lines from raw ingested data. In one embodiment, the configuration file may specify a schema definition for a
task to use for generating a dataset. In one embodiment, the configuration file may also include one or more access
control list (ACL) definitions for the generated dataset. In one embodiment, the building of datasets using the configuration
file is automated, for example, on a nightly basis.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS; BENEFIT CLAIM

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. Provisional Application No.
62/439,813, filed December 28, 2016, the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set
forth herein, under 35 U.S.C. §119(e).

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to a data transformation system. More specifically, the disclosure relates to
automatically executing tasks and configuring access control lists in a data transformation system.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A data transformation system takes one or more datasets as input and applies business logic to the input
datasets to generate one or more output datasets. Data may be first ingested as a raw data from a data source. Ingestion
of data into a data transformation system can be challenging, as the ingested data may not be formatted as an expected
dataset. For example, the ingested data may be formatted as COBOL data, XML data, or some other format, and the
data transformation system expects datasets to be in a CSV format. Furthermore, ingested data may not have a schema
definition. Additionally, ingested data may not have a configuration for access control list (ACL) permission settings to
protect the data and limit what users and/or accounts have access to the ingested data. Thus, what is needed is a system
to automate the ingestion of data into a data transformation system.
[0004] The approaches described in this section are approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches
that have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that
any of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] The example embodiment(s) of the present invention are illustrated by way of example, and not in way by
limitation, in the figures of the accompanying drawings and in which like reference numerals refer to similar elements
and in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a data transformation system, according to one embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of a process for automatically executing data formatting tasks in a data transformation system
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a computing device in which the example embodiment(s) of the present invention may
be embodied.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a software system for controlling the operation of the computing device.

[0006] While each of the figures illustrates a particular embodiment for purposes of illustrating a clear example, other
embodiments may omit, add to, reorder, and/or modify any of the elements shown in the figures.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMPLE EMBODIMENT(S)

[0007] In the following description, for the purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to
provide a thorough understanding of the example embodiment(s) of the present invention. It will be apparent, however,
that the example embodiment(s) may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known structures
and devices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the example embodiment(s).

1.0 GENERAL OVERVIEW
2.0 EXAMPLE COMPUTER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 DATA FORMATTER
2.1.1 DATA FORMATTER CONFIGURATION FILE
2.1.2 TASK LOGIC
2.2 ORCHESTRATOR
2.2.1 ORCHESTRATOR CONFIGURATION FILE
2.2.2 DATA TRANSFORMATION JOBS

3.0 EXAMPLE PROCESS AND ALGORITHM
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4.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - HARDWARE OVERVIEW
5.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
6.0 OTHER ASPECTS OF DISCLOSURE

1.0 GENERAL OVERVIEW

[0008] In one embodiment, a computer-implemented process is programmed or configured to use a configuration file
to specify one or more tasks to apply to raw ingested data. A task may be a sequence of instructions programmed or
configured to format raw ingested data into a dataset in a comma separated value (CSV) format. Examples of tasks
may include: a parser to parse COBOL data into a CSV, a parser to parse XML into a CSV, a parser to parse text using
fixed-width fields to a CSV, a parser to parse files in a zip archive into a CSV, a regular expression search/replace
function, or formatting logic to remove lines or blank lines from raw ingested data. In one embodiment, the configuration
file may specify a schema definition for a task to use for generating a dataset. In one embodiment, the configuration file
may also include one or more access control list (ACL) definitions for the generated dataset. In one embodiment, the
building of datasets using the configuration file is automated according to a schedule, for example, on a nightly basis.

2.0 EXAMPLE COMPUTER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

[0009] FIG. 1 illustrates an example in which the techniques described herein may be practiced, according to some
embodiments. In the example of FIG. 1, data transformation system 100 is a computer system programmed or configured
to automatically execute data formatting tasks and configure access control lists (ACLs) for ingested raw datasets. The
example components of data transformation system 100 shown in FIG. 1 are implemented at least partially by hardware
at one or more computing devices, such as one or more hardware processors executing stored program instructions
stored in one or more memories for performing the functions that are described herein. In other words, all functions
described herein are intended to indicate operations that are performed using programming in a special-purpose computer
or general-purpose computer, in various embodiments. Data transformation system 100 illustrates only one of many
possible arrangements of components configured to execute the programming described herein. Other arrangements
may include fewer or different components, and the division of work between the components may vary depending on
the arrangement.
[0010] Data transformation system 100 includes one or more data sources 110. A "data source" may be any repository
of computer-implemented datasets. A "dataset" may be defined as any computer-implemented collection of data, such
as a file, a data object, a database entry, a data message, or any other similar representation of computer-implemented
data. The embodiments described herein do not require any particular type or format of the datasets provided by a data
source. Thus, a data source may comprise a file system, a relational database managements system (RDBMS), a non-
relational database, an object store, a distributed file system (DFS) such as a Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS),
a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) source, an email repository, data received through an application programming
interface (API), a source code repository, a cloud-based data repository such as Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3),
a message queue, or any other repository on one or more computing devices that contains datasets.
[0011] Data transformation system 100 includes a data formatter 120 that is communicatively coupled to data source
110 and data formatter configuration file 140. Data formatter 120 is programmed or configured to receive raw datasets
from data source 110, and use data formatter configuration file 140 to apply one or more data formatting tasks to the
raw datasets to generate formatted datasets. Additionally, data formatter 120 may be programmed or configured to apply
a schema to the raw datasets when generating formatted datasets. In an embodiment, data formatter 120 may be
programmed or configured to store raw datasets and/or formatted datasets in a datastore (not depicted).
[0012] Data formatter 120 is programmed or configured to include one or more sets of task logic 130A and 130N. For
purposes of illustrating a clear example, two (2) instances of task applications are shown in FIG. 1, but the ellipsis in
FIG. 1 and the label "N" in "130N" is intended to indicate that any number of task logics 130 may be present in other
embodiments. Each of the task logics 130A through 130 N may be any process, system, application, program, script,
job, daemon, and/or server that is programmed or configured to process a dataset. Task logic 130 is a sequence of
instructions for performing a data formatting task on a raw dataset to generate a formatted dataset. Each set of task
logic 130 may be used by data formatter 120 to execute a data formatting task. Further details regarding task logic 130
are described herein in other sections.
[0013] Data transformation system 100 includes orchestrator 150. Orchestrator 150 is communicatively coupled to
data formatter 120, orchestrator configuration file 160, and transformation service 170. Orchestrator 150 is programmed
or configured to retrieve a formatted dataset from data formatter 120, and use orchestrator configuration file 160 to cause
one or more exported datasets to be generated.. In an embodiment, orchestrator 150 may add one or more ACLs to an
exported dataset based on orchestrator configuration file 160.
[0014] Data transformation system 100 includes transformation service 170. Transformation service is communica-
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tively coupled to orchestrator 150. In an embodiment, transformation service 170 is programmed or configured to receive
exported datasets from orchestrator 150 and/or retrieve exported datasets from a datastore and apply one or more data
transformation jobs to the exported datasets. A data transformation job is a unit of work that can be executed to perform
the computation of a new dataset or a new version of an existing dataset. In some embodiments, a data transformation
job computes an output dataset from the data of a set of input datasets. Thus, a data transformation job may take one
or more input datasets, perform data transformation processing on those input datasets, and generate one or more
output datasets. The output datasets may be a new version of an existing dataset or a new dataset altogether. In one
embodiment, transformation service 170 is configured to manage data transformation jobs performed on the exported
dataset in accordance with one or more settings as specified in orchestrator configuration file 160.

2.1 DATA FORMATTER

[0015] A raw dataset received from data source 110 may be misformatted for what a transformation service 170
expects. In one embodiment, a raw dataset may be misformatted because the type of the dataset, such as the file type
for a file, is an improper type. In an embodiment, a dataset needs to be formatted as a comma separated value (CSV)
file in order to be properly formatted and/or readable. In another embodiment, a raw dataset may be misformatted
because the content of the raw dataset may include unexpected values or improperly formatted values. In another
embodiment, a raw dataset may be misformatted because it lacks a schema definition for the contents of the raw dataset.
[0016] Data formatter 120 is programmed or configured to receive raw datasets from data source 110, and use data
formatter configuration file 140 to apply one or more data formatting tasks to the raw datasets to generate formatted
datasets. Additionally, data formatter 120 may be programmed or configured to apply a schema to the raw datasets
when generating formatted datasets. Thus, data formatter 120 can take as an input a raw dataset and generate as an
output a formatted dataset.

2.1.1 DATA FORMATTER CONFIGURATION FILE

[0017] A data formatter configuration file 140 is a configuration file that specifies instructions, parameters, or settings,
for formatting a raw dataset. These instructions, parameters, and/or settings may include instructions for data formatter
tasks to perform on a raw dataset to generate a formatted dataset and/or a schema definition for the formatted dataset.
Thus, data formatter 120 can use data formatter configuration file 140 to determine how a raw dataset should be formatted
in order to generate a formatted dataset. A user can provide custom details in a data formatter configuration file 140 to
customize the handling of a particular raw dataset received from data source 110. Table A illustrates an example data
formatter configuration file 140 according to one embodiment, however, the format, syntax, tags, or other features of
such a data formatter configuration file 140 may vary in different implementations:
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[0018] The data formatter configuration file 140 specified in Table A can be written in any programming language,
scripting language, or other syntax. In the example of Table A, data formatter configuration file 140 includes a "jobType"
tag that indicates that the configuration file is used for a "data_formatter" job type, which corresponds to data formatter 120.
[0019] In an embodiment, data formatter configuration file 140 may define one or more input datasets as a raw dataset
that can be retrieved from a data source 110. In the example of Table A, data formatter configuration file 140 includes
an "inputs" tag, which may specify one or more raw datasets to retrieve from data source 110. In this particular example,
the "datasetPath" indicates that the raw dataset retrieved from data source 110 is located at the file path
"/foo/bar/source.txt".
[0020] In an embodiment, data formatter configuration file 140 may define a job configuration that specifies one or
more data formatting tasks to apply to a raw dataset and/or a schema to apply to raw dataset. In the example of Table
A, the job configuration is specified via the "jobConfiguration" tag.
[0021] In the example of Table A, data formatter configuration file 140 identifies two tasks for formatting a raw dataset,
as identified with the "tasks" tag. The first task, as identified with the "type" tag is RemoveLinesTask. The second task,
as identified with the "type" tag is "FixedWidthTask". Each of these entries in the data formatter configuration file 140 is
an identifier of a task that data formatter 120 should apply to the raw dataset retrieved from data source 110. Each of
these entries corresponds to a particular task logic of task logic 130A through 130N. Further details regarding task logic
130 will be discussed herein. Thus, the data formatter configuration file 140 specifies identifiers for tasks that are to be
performed by data formatter 120 based on a particular task logic 130. In this particular example, multiple tasks are
identified. In an embodiment, when a data formatter configuration file 140 identifies multiple tasks for data formatting,
the corresponding task logic 130A through 130N will be applied, in sequential order, as specified in data formatter
configuration file 140. In this particular example of Table A, the "RemoveLines" task will be executed first on the raw
dataset, and then the "FixedWidthTask" will be executed on the raw dataset.
[0022] Some tasks may require further task-specific criteria for execution. A task-specific criteria is a parameter or
setting that can be used by a corresponding task logic 130 during execution. In an embodiment, data formatter config-
uration file 140 may include task-specific criteria that are necessary for the execution of a particular task. Task-specific
criteria may vary based on a particular task. In this particular example of Table A, the RemoveLinesTask includes a
"header" criteria with a value of "3" and a "footer" criteria" with a value of "18". Likewise, in this example of Table A, the

TABLE A
 {"jobspec": {
               "inputs": [
                      {
                     }"datasetPath": "/foo/bar/source.txt"
              ],
               "jobType": "data_formatter",
               "jobConfiguration": {
                      "tasks": [
                              {"type": "RemoveLinesTask",
                                     "header": "3",
                                     "footer": "18" },
                              {
                                     "type": "FixedWidthTask",
                                     "widths": ["5", "15", "15", "10"] }
                     ],
                      "schema": {
                              "fieldDelimiter": ",",
                              "nullValues": [
                                     "NULL"
                             ],
                              "parser": "CSV_PARSER",
                              "columns": [
                                      ["USER_ID", "Integer"],
                                      ["FIRST_NAME", "String"],
                                      ["LAST_NAME", "String"],
                                      ["DOB", "Date" ]
                             ]
                     }
             }
        }
}
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FixedWidthTask includes a "widths" criteria with an array of values: "5", "15", "15", and "10". Thus, task-specific criteria
in a data formatter configuration file 140 allows for customization of which task logic 130 will be executed on a raw
dataset to generate a formatted dataset as well as any necessary configuration settings for that task logic 130.
[0023] In an embodiment, data formatter configuration file 140 may include a schema definition. A schema definition
is a set of configuration file settings that define the overall schema format of the formatted dataset that is output by data
formatter 120. Data formatter 120 can use the schema definition to determine the schema of the formatted dataset. In
the example of Table A, the schema definition is denoted by the "schema" tag.
[0024] In an embodiment, a schema definition of a data formatter configuration file 140 may specify a field delimiter.
A field delimiter is a setting that specifies how different fields in the formatted dataset should be delimited in the output
dataset. In the example of Table A, the field delimiter is specified via the "fieldDelimiter" tag which is specified as ","
(e.g., a comma). In this example, commas will be used to delimit different fields of values in the formatted dataset. Thus,
the formatted dataset will be a CSV file.
[0025] In an embodiment, a schema definition of a data formatter configuration file 140 may specify how a formatted
dataset should display or handle null values found in raw dataset. In the example of Table A, the handling of null values
is specified via the "nullValues" tag which is specified as "NULL". Thus, in this particular example, any null values detected
in the raw dataset will be formatted as the text "NULL" in the formatted dataset.
[0026] In an embodiment, a schema definition of a data formatter configuration file 140 may specify a parser to use
for parsing a raw dataset. In the example of Table A, the "parser" tag specifies that the "CSV_PARSER" should be used
for parsing the raw dataset. In an embodiment, the parser identified in the data formatter configuration file 140 may
correspond to a specific set of parser logic in data formatter 120, such as a function or method. Thus, the specific set
of parser logic in data formatter 120 may be used based for parsing the raw dataset based on this setting in the data
formatter configuration file 140.
[0027] In an embodiment, a schema definition of a data formatter configuration file 140 may specify one or more
columns for the schema of the formatted dataset. Such configuration information may include the names of the columns
of the formatted dataset, the data types of the columns of the formatted dataset, the order of the columns of the formatted
dataset, and any other characteristics of the columns of the formatted dataset. In the example of Table A, the columns
for the schema of the formatted dataset are specified by the "columns" tag. In this particular example, the formatted
dataset includes four columns: USER_ID, FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME, and DOB which have respective data types of
Integer, String, String, and Date.
[0028] The data formatter configuration file 140 of data transformation system 100 thus allows for the specification of
customized parameters and settings for the processing of a raw dataset into a formatted dataset by a data formatter
120. The customized parameters and settings of data formatter configuration file 140 can specify the location of the raw
dataset on data source 110, an identification of one or more tasks for execution for formatting the raw dataset into a
formatted dataset, an identification of the parser to sue for parsing the raw dataset, and the schema definition for the
formatted dataset. Thus, the present data transformation system 100 provides for customized ingestion and preparation
of datasets retrieved from data source 110 so that they conform to an expected format and structure.

2.1.2 TASK LOGIC

[0029] Data formatter 120 is programmed or configured to include one or more sets of task logic 130A and 130N. Task
logic 130 is a sequence of instructions for performing a data formatting task on a raw dataset to generate a formatted
dataset. Different sets of task logic 130A through 130N may exist for different data formatting tasks. A data formatting
task takes a dataset as an input, and applies one or more rules, parsers, formatters, or schema definitions for generating
an output dataset. Multiple data formatting tasks may be applied to a raw dataset in order to generate a formatted data set.
[0030] In an embodiment, a data formatting task may require one or more task-specific criteria, which is a parameter
or setting that is specific to that type of data formatting task. In an embodiment, each task logic 130A through 130N
corresponds to a different data formatting task. Examples of different sets of task logic 130 include the following examples.
[0031] CobolParserTask is task logic 130 for a data formatting task that is programmed or configured to take a COBOL
binary input file as an input dataset and generate a CSV file as an output dataset. In an embodiment, task-specific criteria
may include byte size criteria that specifies the expected size and location of particular fields of data in the COBOL
binary file to use for generating the output CSV file dataset. CobolParserTask can thus use the byte size criteria to map
the fields of a COBOL binary input file into a CSV file.
[0032] CsvRemoveNewLinesTask is task logic 130 for a data formatting task that is programmed or configured to take
a CSV file as an input dataset and generate a CSV file as an output dataset. During task execution, the CsvRemov-
eNewLinesTask may be programmed or configured to strip out newlines from the input dataset when generating the
output dataset.
[0033] FixedWidthTask is task logic 130 for a data formatting task that is programmed or configured to take a single-
column input dataset with fixed-width fields and generate a multicolumn CSV file as an output dataset. In an embodiment,
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task-specific criteria may include a specification of the expected widths of fields in the single-column input dataset. For
example, returning to the example in Table A, the "widths" criteria specifies an array of values "5, 15, 15, 10. This array
of values can be used to identify and map the fields of values from a single-column input dataset, where the first 5
characters constitute the first fixed-width field, the next 15 characters constitute the second fixed-width field, the next
15 characters constitute the third fixed-width field, and the next 5 characters constitute the fourth fixed-width field. During
execution the FixedWidthTask may be programmed or configured to convert the single-column input dataset into a CSV
file output dataset using the task-specific criteria for the definition of fixed-width fields.
[0034] LineReplaceText is task logic 130 for a data formatting task that is programmed or configured to take an input
dataset that includes text and apply a regular expression on each line of data in the input dataset to generate an output
dataset. The regular expression may be specified via task-specific criteria and may be a search-and-replace regular
expression.
[0035] ParseXmlToCsvTask is task logic 130 for a data formatting task that is programmed or configured to take an
extensible markup language (XML) file as an input dataset and generate an output dataset in a CSV file format. In an
embodiment, task-specific criteria may specify how to map the tagged fields of the XML file to a CSV file.
[0036] RemoveBlankLinesTask is task logic 130 for a data formatting task that is programmed or configured to take
an input data set and generate an output dataset after removing blank lines from the input dataset. Thus, during execution,
any blank or empty lines in in the input dataset are removed, to prevent errors or exceptions based on an unexpected
data format.
[0037] RemoveLinesTask is task logic 130 for a data formatting task that is programmed or configured to take an input
dataset and remove a fixed count of rows of data from the input dataset when generating an output dataset. Task-specific
criteria may specify a fixed count of rows to remove from the header or footer of the input dataset during execution. In
the example of Table A, the task-specific criteria for the RemoveLinesTask specifies that three (3) lines of header content
needs to be removed and that 18 lines of footer content needs to be removed. Thus, the RemoveLinesTask may be
used for cleaning up unwanted rows of data from an input dataset when generating an output dataset, such as unwanted
header or footer data.
[0038] Spreadsheet2CsvTask is task logic 130 for a data formatting task that is programmed or configured to take an
input dataset in a spreadsheet file type (e.g., ".xls", ".xlsx", ".numbers", etc.) and convert the raw data in the input dataset
into a CSV file output dataset.
[0039] ZipExtractorTask is task logic 130 for a data formatting task that is programmed or configured to take an input
dataset in a zip archive (e.g. ".zip", ".7z", ".gz", ".rar", etc.) and generate a CSV file output dataset. The zip archive is
expected to include text content. Thus, ZipExtractorTask may be programmed or configured to unzip the zip archive
and map the text content of the zip archive to fields of an output dataset according to one or more rules. The rules may
be hardcoded by task logic 130 or may be specified via a task-specific parameter. In an embodiment, ZipExtractorTask
may be further programmed or configured to decrypt an encrypted zip archive, if necessary. In an embodiment, an
encryption key necessary to decrypt the zip archive may be specified in the data formatter configuration file 140.
[0040] The above examples of task logic 130 are merely illustrative and additional tasks for the formatting of a raw
dataset into a formatted dataset may be implemented. In an embodiment, when task logic 130 is used to generate a
formatted dataset, the schema definition included in data formatter configuration file 140 may be used for defining the
schema of the formatted dataset.
[0041] The present system thus provides a customized solution for ingesting raw datasets from a data source 110
and applying appropriate data formatting tasks and schemas to the raw datasets to generate formatted datasets for
further processing using a data formatter configuration file 140. The data formatting tasks are specified via the data
formatter configuration file 140. In an embodiment, multiple tasks may be executed on the same dataset to generate a
formatted dataset. In an embodiment, the formatted datasets are in a CSV file format. In an embodiment, the formatted
datasets are implemented in a schema that complies with the schema definition of the formatter configuration file 140.

2.2 ORCHESTRATOR

[0042] The output of data formatter 120 is a formatted dataset that has been formatted and implemented in a schema
based on one or more of task logic 130A through 130N as specified in data formatter configuration file 140. The formatted
dataset, however, may require additional processing prior to transformation service 170 applying a data transformation
job to it.
[0043] Orchestrator 150 is programmed or configured to receive a formatted dataset from data formatter 120, and use
orchestrator configuration file 160 to generate one or more exported datasets. The exported datasets may be used by
transformation service 170 in a data transformation job. In an embodiment, orchestrator 150 may use orchestrator
configuration file 160 to generate exported dataset from formatted dataset.
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2.2.1 ORCHESTRATOR CONFIGURATION FILE

[0044] Orchestrator configuration file 160 is a configuration file that specifies instructions, parameters, or settings, for
processing a formatted dataset into an exported dataset. These instructions, parameters, and/or settings may include
settings for ACLs for a formatted dataset. Thus, orchestrator 150 can use orchestrator configuration file 160 for specifying
permission settings that can limit what users and/or groups can access the exported dataset. A system administrator
can provide custom details in an orchestrator configuration file 160 to customize the ACLs for an exported dataset. Table
B illustrates an example excerpt of an orchestrator configuration file 160 according to one embodiment, however, the
format, syntax, tags, or other features of such an orchestrator configuration file 160 may vary in different implementations:

[0045] The orchestrator configuration file 160 specified in Table B can be written in any programming language,
scripting language, or other syntax.
[0046] In an embodiment orchestrator configuration file 160 may define one or more access control list (ACL) settings
for a dataset. ACL settings define access permissions for an exported dataset. In an embodiment, the ACL settings for
an exported dataset may be propagated to any dependent datasets that are generated based on the exported dataset.
In an embodiment, these ACL settings may be used by transformation service 170 to control who has read and/or edit
permissions for accessing an exported dataset and/or the contents of the data transformation jobs performed on the
exported dataset. In the example of Table B, the ACL settings are specified via the "aclSpec" tag.
[0047] ACL settings may include settings for read access and/or edit access for an exported dataset. ACL settings
may further include settings for groups of users and/or individual users. In the example of Table B, the "viewers" tag
may be used to specify read access for an exported dataset and the "editors" tag may be used to specify edit access
for an exported dataset. In this particular example, the user groups named "alphaGroup" and "betaGroup" are granted
read access to an exported dataset. Specifically, all users associated with alphaGroup or betaGroup will be able to view
the contents of an exported dataset. Likewise, the individual user named "gammaUser" is granted read access to the
exported dataset and may thus view the contents of the exported dataset. Thus, all users associated with alphaGroup
and betaGroup, as well as gammaUser will have access to the exported dataset in transformation service 170.
[0048] Furthermore, in the example of Table B, the "editors" tag specifies that the deltaUser may edit the exported
dataset. In one embodiment, and edit access permission in an ACL is required in order to run a data transformation job
on an exported dataset in transformation service 170.
[0049] Thus, orchestrator 150 may use orchestrator configuration file 160 to define one or more ACL settings for an
exported dataset. In one embodiment, these ACL settings may be packaged with the exported dataset so that transfor-
mation service 170 may view them. In another embodiment, orchestrator 150 may send the ACL settings to a security
service (not depicted) that may be programmed or configured to control access permissions to an exported dataset in
transformation service 170.

2.2.2 DATA TRANFORMATION JOBS

[0050] In an embodiment, transformation service 170 may be programmed or configured to apply one or more data
transformation jobs to an exported dataset received from orchestrator 150. Data transformation jobs may include business
logic for computations to generate new datasets or new versions of an existing dataset. Thus, in one embodiment,
exported datasets may be modified by transformation service 170 into versioned datasets. Further details regarding the
branching of datasets may be found in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/874,690 ("Domain Specific Language for Dataset
Transformation"), which is incorporated by reference as if set forth herein.

TABLE B
 {"aclSpec": {
               "viewers": [
                      {type: "groupNames",
                              "groups": ["alphaGroup", "betaGroup"] },
                      {type: "UserNames",
                              "users": ["gammaUser"] }
              ],
               "editors": [
                      {type: "userNames",
                              "users": ["deltaUser"]
              ]
        }
}
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[0051] In an embodiment, orchestrator configuration file 160 may include a setting that specifies a schedule for trans-
formation service 170 to perform a data transformation job on an exported dataset (not depicted in Table B). For example,
orchestrator configuration file 160 may specify a job scheduler to apply a data transformation job to an exported dataset
on a nightly build basis. Thus, orchestrator 150 may use the orchestrator configuration file 160 to schedule builds of
data transformation jobs on an exported dataset. In an embodiment, orchestrator 150 may package the schedule settings
from orchestrator configuration file 160 with the exported dataset so that transformation service 170 has access to it
when it manipulates exported dataset. In another embodiment, orchestrator 150 may include an application programming
interface (API) endpoint that may be used to cause the orchestrator 150 to apply one or more data transformation jobs.
An external application (not depicted) may be communicatively coupled to orchestrator 150 via the API and may use
the API to cause the orchestrator 150 to apply one or more data transformation jobs. In one embodiment, the external
application may use its own job scheduler to manage the scheduling of jobs on orchestrator 150. Thus, an external
application may use its own job scheduler to schedule builds of data transformation jobs via the API of orchestrator 150
rather than including the job scheduler as part of the orchestrator configuration file 160.
[0052] In an embodiment, orchestrator configuration file 160 may include a setting that specifies a transformation task
that transformation service 170 needs to perform on an exported dataset (not depicted in Table B). For example, a
transformation task may specify one or more data transformation jobs to apply. The transformation task may be specified
in the orchestrator configuration file 160. Thus, orchestrator 150 may use the orchestrator configuration file 160 to notify
transformation service 170 that it needs to execute the necessary transformation tasks. In an embodiment, transformation
task information may be packaged with the exported dataset so that transformation service 170 has access to the
transformation tasks when it processes the exported dataset.
[0053] The present data transformation system 100 thus allows a user to specify, via an orchestrator configuration file
160, details of how a formatted dataset should be handled when sent to the transformation service as an exported
dataset. These details may include ACL settings, scheduling information for data transformation jobs, and/or an identi-
fication of the data transformation jobs that transformation service 170 needs to perform on the exported dataset.
[0054] Although depicted in FIG. 1 as two separate files, in an embodiment, data formatter configuration file 140 and
orchestrator configuration file 160 may be implemented in the same file or a set of files.

3.0 EXAMPLE PROCESS AND ALGORITHM

[0055] FIG. 2 illustrates a flow diagram of an example process 200 for automatically executing data formatting tasks
in a data transformation system 100. FIG. 2 is intended to disclose an algorithm or functional description that may be
used as a basis of writing computer programs to implement the functions that are described herein, and which cause a
computer to operate in the new manner that is disclosed herein. Further, FIG. 2 is provided to communicate such an
algorithm at the same level of detail that is normally used, by persons of skill in the art to which this disclosure is directed,
to communicate among themselves about plans, designs, specifications and algorithms for other computer programs
of a similar level of complexity.
[0056] The process 200 may start at step 205. In step 205, orchestrator 150 is programmed or configured to initiate
automatic execution of a data formatting task in a data transformation system 100. The initiation of automatic execution
of the data formatting task may be programmed or configured via a scheduler of orchestrator 150, a configuration setting
of orchestrator 150, via manual user input received at orchestrator 150, or via an API call to orchestrator 150. Orchestrator
150 initiates the data formatting task by notifying data formatter 120. The process 200 may then proceed to step 210.
[0057] In step 210, data formatter 120 is programmed or configured to retrieve a data formatter configuration file 140.
Data formatter configuration file 140 includes settings, parameters and other criteria for the formatting of a raw dataset
into a formatted dataset. Thus, data formatter configuration file 140 allows a user to customize the formatting of raw
datasets into a formatted dataset suitable for further processing by data transformation system 100. The process 200
may then proceed to step 220.
[0058] In step 220, data formatter 120 is programmed or configured to receive a raw dataset from data source 110.
In an embodiment, data source 110 may send the raw dataset to data formatter 120. In another embodiment, data
formatter 120 may be programmed or configured to retrieve the raw dataset from data source 110. For example, in one
embodiment, data formatter 120 may use a file path specified in data formatter configuration file 140 to identify a location
of where to find a raw dataset at data source 110. Once the raw dataset has been received by data formatter 120, the
process 200 may proceed to step 230.
[0059] In step 230, the data formatter 120 uses the data formatter configuration file 140 to process the raw data set
and generate a formatted dataset. In an embodiment, the data configuration file 140 may identify one or more data
formatting tasks that need to be applied to the raw dataset. The data configuration file 140 may further identify one or
more task-specific criteria necessary for the execution of the data formatting task(s). In an embodiment, data formatter
120 may use the data transformation tasks specified in the data formatter configuration file 140 to identify a particular
task logic 130 to execute in order to process the specified data transformation task. In an embodiment, task logic 130
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may refer to a sequence of programming instructions for performing a data formatting task, and may include one or more
functions, methods, or other programming constructs. In one embodiment, data formatter 120 will execute the appropriate
task logic 130 with the appropriate task-specific criteria as parameters, if necessary, on the raw dataset in order to
generate the formatted dataset. In one embodiment, multiple sets of task logic 130A through 130N may be executed if
the data formatter configuration file 140 identifies a sequence of data formatter tasks to execute. In an embodiment,
data formatter configuration file 140 may further specify a schema definition for the formatted dataset. Thus, the formatted
dataset generated by data formatter 120 is formatted in accordance with the schema definition. Once the formatted
dataset is generated, the process 200 may then proceed to step 240.
[0060] In step 240, the data formatter 120 stores the formatted dataset in a datastore. In an embodiment, the formatted
dataset is now a CSV file. In an embodiment, the formatted dataset is CSV file that conforms to a schema definition
specified in data formatter configuration file 140. Thus, the formatted dataset is now ready for further processing by the
data transformation system 100. The process 200 may then proceed to step 250.
[0061] In step 250, orchestrator 150 is programmed or configured to retrieve the orchestrator configuration file 160.
In one embodiment, the orchestrator configuration file 160 is a separate configuration file from data formatter configuration
file 140, however, in another embodiment, they are the same file or set of files. Orchestrator configuration file 160 includes
settings and parameters for the orchestration of data transformation of the formatted dataset. For example, orchestrator
configuration file 160 may include one or more settings that define an access control list (ACL) that specify permission
settings necessary for viewing and/or editing the data in a dataset. In an embodiment, orchestrator configuration file 160
may further include parameters or settings for specifying a build schedule for a dataset by a transformation service 170.
However, in another embodiment, parameters, settings, or commands for specifying a build schedule or initiating a build
may be received by orchestrator 150 via an API from an external application. In an embodiment, orchestrator configuration
file 160 may further include parameters or settings that identify one or more data transformation jobs to perform on a
dataset. The process 200 may then proceed to step 260.
[0062] In step 260, orchestrator 150 may use the settings of orchestrator configuration file 160 to cause the exported
dataset to be generated.. In an embodiment, orchestrator 150 may combine the configuration settings from orchestrator
configuration file 160 with the formatted dataset to generate the exported dataset. In another embodiment, orchestrator
150 may send a command to an external application to retrieve the formatted dataset from the datastore and combine
it with the configuration settings from orchestrator configuration file 160 to cause the external application to generate
the exported dataset. In an embodiment, the exported dataset may be stored in a datastore. In another embodiment,
the orchestrator 150 may send the configuration settings from orchestrator configuration file 160 directly to transform
service 170 without packaging them with the dataset. The process 200 may then proceed to step 270.
[0063] In step 270, the orchestrator 150 causes the transformation service 170 to retrieve the exported dataset. For
example, in one embodiment, transformation service 170 may retrieve the exported dataset from a datastore. In another
embodiment, transformation service 170 may receive the exported dataset from orchestrator 150. The process 200 may
then proceed to step 280.
[0064] In step 280, the transformation service 170 is programmed or configured to use the configuration settings
retrieved from orchestrator configuration file 160 in performing one or more data transformation jobs on the exported
dataset. In an embodiment, transformation service 170 may use the identification of data transformation jobs in orches-
trator configuration file 160 to determine which data transformation jobs to apply to the exported dataset. In an embod-
iment, transformation service 170 may use the schedule specified in orchestration configuration file 160 to schedule the
data transformation jobs on the exported dataset. For example, in one embodiment, a schedule setting may indicate to
transformation service 170 that it should perform a nightly build of a data transformation job on exported dataset. In an
embodiment, transformation service 170 may use the ACL settings to limit and control access permissions for users
and/or groups of users that are attempting to view and/or edit datasets generated based on exported dataset. The
process 200 may then end.

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - HARDWARE OVERVIEW

[0065] Referring now to FIG. 3, it is a block diagram that illustrates a computing device 300 in which the example
embodiment(s) of the present invention may be embodied. Computing device 300 and its components, including their
connections, relationships, and functions, is meant to be exemplary only, and not meant to limit implementations of the
example embodiment(s). Other computing devices suitable for implementing the example embodiment(s) may have
different components, including components with different connections, relationships, and functions.
[0066] Computing device 300 may include a bus 302 or other communication mechanism for addressing main memory
306 and for transferring data between and among the various components of device 300.
[0067] Computing device 300 may also include one or more hardware processors 304 coupled with bus 302 for
processing information. A hardware processor 304 may be a general-purpose microprocessor, a system on a chip (SoC),
or other processor.
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[0068] Main memory 306, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device, also may be
coupled to bus 302 for storing information and software instructions to be executed by processor(s) 304. Main memory
306 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate information during execution of software
instructions to be executed by processor(s) 304.
[0069] Software instructions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor(s) 304, render computing device
300 into a special-purpose computing device that is customized to perform the operations specified in the software
instructions. The terms "software", "software instructions", "computer program", "computer-executable instructions", and
"processor-executable instructions" are to be broadly construed to cover any machine-readable information, whether or
not human-readable, for instructing a computing device to perform specific operations, and including, but not limited to,
application software, desktop applications, scripts, binaries, operating systems, device drivers, boot loaders, shells,
utilities, system software, JAVASCRIPT, web pages, web applications, plugins, embedded software, microcode, com-
pilers, debuggers, interpreters, virtual machines, linkers, and text editors.
[0070] Computing device 300 also may include read only memory (ROM) 308 or other static storage device coupled
to bus 302 for storing static information and software instructions for processor(s) 304.
[0071] One or more mass storage devices 310 may be coupled to bus 302 for persistently storing information and
software instructions on fixed or removable media, such as magnetic, optical, solid-state, magnetic-optical, flash memory,
or any other available mass storage technology. The mass storage may be shared on a network, or it may be dedicated
mass storage. Typically, at least one of the mass storage devices 310 (e.g., the main hard disk for the device) stores a
body of program and data for directing operation of the computing device, including an operating system, user application
programs, driver and other support files, as well as other data files of all sorts.
[0072] Computing device 300 may be coupled via bus 302 to display 312, such as a liquid crystal display (LCD) or
other electronic visual display, for displaying information to a computer user. In some configurations, a touch sensitive
surface incorporating touch detection technology (e.g., resistive, capacitive, etc.) may be overlaid on display 312 to form
a touch sensitive display for communicating touch gesture (e.g., finger or stylus) input to processor(s) 304.
[0073] An input device 314, including alphanumeric and other keys, may be coupled to bus 302 for communicating
information and command selections to processor 304. In addition to or instead of alphanumeric and other keys, input
device 314 may include one or more physical buttons or switches such as, for example, a power (on/off) button, a "home"
button, volume control buttons, or the like.
[0074] Another type of user input device may be a cursor control 316, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction
keys for communicating direction information and command selections to processor 304 and for controlling cursor
movement on display 312. This input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and
a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane.
[0075] While in some configurations, such as the configuration depicted in FIG. 3, one or more of display 312, input
device 314, and cursor control 316 are external components (i.e., peripheral devices) of computing device 300, some
or all of display 312, input device 314, and cursor control 316 are integrated as part of the form factor of computing
device 300 in other configurations.
[0076] Functions of the disclosed systems, methods, and modules may be performed by computing device 300 in
response to processor(s) 304 executing one or more programs of software instructions contained in main memory 306.
Such software instructions may be read into main memory 306 from another storage medium, such as storage device(s)
310. Execution of the software instructions contained in main memory 306 cause processor(s) 304 to perform the
functions of the example embodiment(s).
[0077] While functions and operations of the example embodiment(s) may be implemented entirely with software
instructions, hard-wired or programmable circuitry of computing device 300 (e.g., an ASIC, a FPGA, or the like) may be
used in other embodiments in place of or in combination with software instructions to perform the functions, according
to the requirements of the particular implementation at hand.
[0078] The term "storage media" as used herein refers to any non-transitory media that store data and/or software
instructions that cause a computing device to operate in a specific fashion. Such storage media may comprise non-
volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, non-volatile random access memory
(NVRAM), flash memory, optical disks, magnetic disks, or solid-state drives, such as storage device 310. Volatile media
includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 306. Common forms of storage media include, for example, a floppy
disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid-state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM,
any other optical data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a
FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, flash memory, any other memory chip or cartridge.
[0079] Storage media is distinct from but may be used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media
participates in transferring information between storage media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial cables,
copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 302. Transmission media can also take the form of
acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications.
[0080] Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more software instructions
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to processor(s) 304 for execution. For example, the software instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or
solid-state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer can load the software instructions into its dynamic memory
and send the software instructions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computing device 300 can
receive the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus 302.
Bus 302 carries the data to main memory 306, from which processor(s) 304 retrieves and executes the software instruc-
tions. The software instructions received by main memory 306 may optionally be stored on storage device(s) 310 either
before or after execution by processor(s) 304.
[0081] Computing device 300 also may include one or more communication interface(s) 318 coupled to bus 302. A
communication interface 318 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a wired or wireless network link 320
that is connected to a local network 322 (e.g., Ethernet network, Wireless Local Area Network, cellular phone network,
Bluetooth wireless network, or the like). Communication interface 318 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic,
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing various types of information. For example, communication
interface 318 may be a wired network interface card, a wireless network interface card with an integrated radio antenna,
or a modem (e.g., ISDN, DSL, or cable modem).
[0082] Network link(s) 320 typically provide data communication through one or more networks to other data devices.
For example, a network link 320 may provide a connection through a local network 322 to a host computer 324 or to
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 326. ISP 326 in turn provides data communication
services through the world wide packet data communication network now commonly referred to as the "Internet" 328.
Local network(s) 322 and Internet 328 use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams.
The signals through the various networks and the signals on network link(s) 320 and through communication interface(s)
318, which carry the digital data to and from computing device 300, are example forms of transmission media.
[0083] Computing device 300 can send messages and receive data, including program code, through the network(s),
network link(s) 320 and communication interface(s) 318. In the Internet example, a server 330 might transmit a requested
code for an application program through Internet 328, ISP 326, local network(s) 322 and communication interface(s) 318.
[0084] The received code may be executed by processor 304 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 310,
or other non-volatile storage for later execution.

5.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

[0085] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a software system 400 that may be employed for controlling the operation of
computing device 300. Software system 400 and its components, including their connections, relationships, and functions,
is meant to be exemplary only, and not meant to limit implementations of the example embodiment(s). Other software
systems suitable for implementing the example embodiment(s) may have different components, including components
with different connections, relationships, and functions.
[0086] Software system 400 is provided for directing the operation of computing device 300. Software system 400,
which may be stored in system memory (RAM) 306 and on fixed storage (e.g., hard disk or flash memory) 310, includes
a kernel or operating system (OS) 410.
[0087] The OS 410 manages low-level aspects of computer operation, including managing execution of processes,
memory allocation, file input and output (I/O), and device I/O. One or more application programs, represented as 402A,
402B, 402C... 402N, maybe "loaded" (e.g., transferred from fixed storage 310 into memory 306) for execution by the
system 400. The applications or other software intended for use on device 400 may also be stored as a set of downloadable
computer-executable instructions, for example, for downloading and installation from an Internet location (e.g., a Web
server, an app store, or other online service).
[0088] Software system 400 includes a graphical user interface (GUI) 415, for receiving user commands and data in
a graphical (e.g., "point-and-click" or "touch gesture") fashion. These inputs, in turn, may be acted upon by the system
400 in accordance with instructions from operating system 410 and/or application(s) 402. The GUI 415 also serves to
display the results of operation from the OS 410 and application(s) 402, whereupon the user may supply additional
inputs or terminate the session (e.g., log off).
[0089] OS 410 can execute directly on the bare hardware 420 (e.g., processor(s) 304) of device 300. Alternatively, a
hypervisor or virtual machine monitor (VMM) 430 may be interposed between the bare hardware 420 and the OS 410.
In this configuration, VMM 430 acts as a software "cushion" or virtualization layer between the OS 410 and the bare
hardware 420 of the device 300.
[0090] VMM 430 instantiates and runs one or more virtual machine instances ("guest machines"). Each guest machine
comprises a "guest" operating system, such as OS 410, and one or more applications, such as application(s) 402,
designed to execute on the guest operating system. The VMM 430 presents the guest operating systems with a virtual
operating platform and manages the execution of the guest operating systems.
[0091] In some instances, the VMM 430 may allow a guest operating system to run as if it is running on the bare
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hardware 420 of device 300 directly. In these instances, the same version of the guest operating system configured to
execute on the bare hardware 420 directly may also execute on VMM 430 without modification or reconfiguration. In
other words, VMM 430 may provide full hardware and CPU virtualization to a guest operating system in some instances.
[0092] In other instances, a guest operating system may be specially designed or configured to execute on VMM 430
for efficiency. In these instances, the guest operating system is "aware" that it executes on a virtual machine monitor.
In other words, VMM 430 may provide para-virtualization to a guest operating system in some instances.
[0093] The above-described computer hardware and software is presented for purpose of illustrating the underlying
computer components that may be employed for implementing the example embodiment(s). The example embodi-
ment(s), however, are not necessarily limited to any particular computing environment or computing device configuration.
Instead, the example embodiment(s) may be implemented in any type of system architecture or processing environment
that one skilled in the art, in light of this disclosure, would understand as capable of supporting the features and functions
of the example embodiment(s) presented herein.

6.0 OTHER ASPECTS OF DISCLSOURE

[0094] Although some of the figures described in the foregoing specification include flow diagrams with steps that are
shown in an order, the steps may be performed in any order, and are not limited to the order shown in those flowcharts.
Additionally, some steps may be optional, may be performed multiple times, and/or may be performed by different
components. All steps, operations and functions of a flow diagram that are described herein are intended to indicate
operations that are performed using programming in a special-purpose computer or general-purpose computer, in various
embodiments. In other words, each flow diagram in this disclosure, in combination with the related text herein, is a guide,
plan or specification of all or part of an algorithm for programming a computer to execute the functions that are described.
The level of skill in the field associated with this disclosure is known to be high, and therefore the flow diagrams and
related text in this disclosure have been prepared to convey information at a level of sufficiency and detail that is normally
expected in the field when skilled persons communicate among themselves with respect to programs, algorithms and
their implementation.
[0095] In the foregoing specification, the example embodiment(s) of the present invention have been described with
reference to numerous specific details. However, the details may vary from implementation to implementation according
to the requirements of the particular implement at hand. The example embodiment(s) are, accordingly, to be regarded
in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

retrieving a configuration file, the configuration file comprising a task identifier that identifies a task to apply to
a set of input data; a schema definition for a dataset, wherein the schema definition defines a plurality of columns
and a data type for each column of the plurality of columns; an access control list that defines one or more
access control permissions for the dataset;
receiving an input dataset;
in response to receiving the input dataset, using the configuration file to apply the task to the input dataset to
generate an output dataset, wherein a schema of the output dataset is determined based on the schema
definition and wherein the access control list for the output dataset is determined based on the access control list;
wherein the method is performed using one or more processors.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein the output dataset is a file in a comma separated value (CSV) format.

3. The method of Claim 2, wherein the input dataset is formatted as text and wherein using the configuration file to
apply the task to the input dataset comprises:

applying a search-and-replace regular expression, specified in the configuration file, to each line of the input
dataset.

4. The method of Claim 2, wherein the input dataset is a COBOL binary file and wherein using the configuration file
to apply the task to the input dataset comprises:

using an expected byte size specified in the configuration file to identify a location of a field in the input dataset; and
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retrieving the field from the input dataset.

5. The method of Claim 2, wherein the input dataset is an extensible markup language (XML) file and wherein using
the configuration file to apply the task to the input dataset comprises:

mapping the tagged fields of the XML file to the output dataset.

6. The method of Claim 2, wherein the input dataset comprises a single text column with fixed-width fields and wherein
using the configuration file to apply the task to the input dataset comprises:

using an array of fixed-width values specified in the configuration file to map the fixed-width fields of the input
dataset to the output dataset.

7. The method of Claim 2, wherein the input dataset is a zip archive comprising text files and wherein using the
configuration file to apply the task to the input dataset comprises:

mapping the content of the text files to the output dataset.

8. The method of Claim 7, wherein the zip archive is encrypted and wherein using the configuration file to apply the
task to the input dataset comprises:

decrypting the zip archive.

9. The method of Claim 2, wherein the input dataset is formatted as text and wherein using the configuration file to
apply the task to the input dataset comprises:

removing all blank lines from the input dataset.

10. The method of Claim 2, wherein the input dataset is formatted as rows of text and wherein using the configuration
file to apply the task to the input dataset comprises:

using a first setting specified in the configuration file to identify a number of header rows to remove from the
input dataset; and
using a second setting specified in the configuration file to identify a number of footer rows to remove from the
input dataset.

11. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media storing one or more sequences of instructions which, when
executed by one or more processors, cause performance of a method as recited in any one of Claims 1-10.

12. A system, comprising:

one or more processors;
one or more storage media storing one or more sequences of instructions which, when executed by the one or
more processors, cause performance of a method as recited in any one of Claims 1-10.
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